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The New Tech: New Learning Spaces and More 

Taylor Maiers, Opinion 
The new Tech High School came      

with many new bells and whistles. Though       
I have not been in the building for very         
long, the opportunities to learn in an       
informal way and the ability to have all        
activities on one campus has impacted me 

Instead of sitting in a regular      
classroom, I can go from sitting in a high         
swivel chair to a gumdrop-shaped chair      
depending on the class and what I choose.        
The windows allow staff and students to       
“see the learning take place,” like the       
school had advertised; however, thankfully,     
learning is able to take place in the learning         
studios, as the windows are not as       
distracting as originally anticipated. 

 

 

Since the start of the school year, I have         
not had an issue with looking out windows        
and at others during class time. I also like         
the windows for providing nice scenery      
during work time. It is peaceful to be able         
to see outside while I am studying or        
working on homework.  

The cafeteria is also very flexible at       
the new school, with many different      
seating options: regular round tables,     
high-top seating, or even booths. The lunch       
lines are efficient since there are so many        
options to choose from and so many       
separate lines. 

The athletic complex is beautiful. The      
stadium has good seating and a nice turf        
field that makes sports events all the more        
fun to attend. 

 

 

 

 

It’s so much nicer to have all home        
games at Tech, instead of at SCSU, St.        
John’s, or South Junior High School.      
The attendance at activities, I have      
noticed, is much higher because     
students can easily come to the school       
instead of trying to find where the game        
is located.  

The gyms are great, and the      
bleachers are big enough to fit the entire        
school comfortably. The state-of-the-art    
scoreboards also are a great addition,      
and I like that videos can be shown on         
them as well as keeping score.  

The new technology in the new      
Tech brings so many more     
opportunities, and I am grateful for      
every new addition.  

 

 
 

 



Regional 
Saint Cloud Pride Parade 

Madeleine Prescott 
 
 

On Sunday, September 22nd,    
Pride Week festivities concluded with a      
parade; it was St. Cloud’s first Pride       
Parade. 

Historically, the first Pride    
Parade was hosted in New York on June        
28th, 1970. This parade came a year       
after the Stonewall Riots, considered by      
many to be the origin of LGBTQ+       
Pride. It was named the Christopher      
Street Liberation Day March after     
Christopher Street, where Stonewall    
took place.  

The Christopher Street   
Liberation Day March was radically     
different from a comparable event, The      
Annual Reminder, where strict dress     
codes and other rules meant to make the        
LGBTQ+ community seem acceptable    
in the eyes of the homophobic public,       
required LGBTQ+ people to censor     
themselves for the comfort of others.  

In comparison, the Christopher    
Street Liberation Day March truly     
encouraged pride in oneself by not      
limiting self-expression. It was a great      
success, attracting five thousand people     
(Smith).  

So, you may be wondering why,      
if all these major events occurred in       
June, does St. Cloud celebrate Pride      
Week in September? This is because      
college students would not be in St.       
Cloud in June, but they would in       
September.  

Pride Week is organized by St.      
Cloud Pride, founded in 2010. This      
year’s festivities marked the tenth     
anniversary, which they commemorated    
by the addition of a parade. According  

to Eliza Putnam, a parade     
attendant, “[the parade] was super fun,      
lots of rainbows. The mood was great. I        
know that this is the first time we’ve        

had a parade, and I believe it has great         
potential to grow in the upcoming      
years.” 

In the next year, let us      
remember that LGBTQ+ pride is not      
limited to the month of June or a week         
in September. Additionally, there is     
more to the fight for LGBTQ+ rights       
than parades. In this school year, let us        
commit to two things in order to       
improve our school environment: first,     
not using the f-slur and confronting     
those who do, and second, inquiring      
what people’s preferred pronouns are    
and respecting them.   
  

  

  



Tech Events 
Tech Fall Department Concert 

Aubrey Nistler 
 
 

The Fall Music Department    
Concert was, once again, a massive      
success! Tech High Schools Choir, Band,      
and Orchestra were able to showcase their       
talents this Monday night in Tech’s brand       
new auditorium, allowing for the concert to       
be the first held at the new Tech. As usual,          
each of the music departments did a       
wonderful job and were able to execute a        
spectacular performance. 

The night began with the Chamber      
Orchestra’s beautiful rendition of Sinfonia     
in D major which gave a peaceful start to         
the beginning of the concert. Next, the       
Mixed Choir did an exciting arrangement      
of the song Duond Akouru that was       
accompanied by Arielle Evans on the flute.       
This was followed by another exciting      
piece of The Blue Tail Fly by the Concert         
Band. Then, as the audience thought the       
concert was going to settle, the Jazz Band        
came out and performed The Pink Panther       
with high amounts of energy and      
enthusiasm.  

The night was not yet finished      
because the concert continued to stay      
upbeat and lively with the Concert      
Choir’s impressive acapella performance    
of Emerald Stream which included     
astonishing parts from both the basses      
and altos. Furthermore, the Wind     
Ensemble gave the audience a huge, but       
wonderful, surprise when they saw that      
the director for the ensemble was in fact        
a student: Winston Johnson. Johnson was      
able to perfectly conduct the ensemble,      
with the end result being a huge ovation        

from the audience, solidifying his place      
in Tech Music History. 

Finally, the Musical Department    
paid homage to Tech by singing the       
Alma Mater in a combined ensemble that       
perfectly ended the concert and delighted      
past alumni who have had pride in Tech’s        
great Musical Departments.  

Overall, people who attended the     
concert were pleased to see how the new        
Tech has made improvements to not only       
our learning in school, but in the way we         
learn music too. 

 

 
 

Pictured: Tech Chamber Orchestra and 
Concert Choir 

 



Opinion 
 

 
On September 3rd, 2019, the class of       

2023 arrived to the new Tech High School.        
As a new freshman myself, I do not think I’m          
the first person to admit that taking the next         
big step in our education can be a perilous,         
terrifying jump from the world of a middle        
schooler to a high schooler.  

Peer pressure is subtle and not nearly       
as exaggerated as shown in media or books. It         
comes in passive-aggressive comments or in      
judging stares rather than annoying nagging      
or insulting verbiage. The need to find (or        
form) a friend group (a clique) that you fit in          
or the feeling of being/trying to be something        
you’re not can feel emotionally exhausting.  

Watching your old friends seemingly     
drift away and leave you behind in your        
memories with them can make anyone feel       
like garbage and as if they weren’t enough.        
Petty drama can split entire friend groups       
apart and could leave you feeling broken,       
betrayed, and lost. 

 In addition to finding who your real       
friends are, it can be, well, irritating to deal         
with the more childish individuals in certain       
classes. Of course, you cannot really blame       
some kids because, at the end of the day, we          
are all still developing, young kids.   

On top of it all, assignments      
occasionally seem to pile up on top of each         
other and feel like a looming threat over you.         
Back in middle school, the amount of       
homework was manageable practically all the      
time and did not stress you out too much.         
Now, with the added pressure of maintaining       
a decent GPA, good grades and developing       
your social circle, assignments can be a lot        
more stressful and more worrisome.  

Tests happening within the same day      
or week can put you in a state of disquietude          
though my father has told me about what        
finals week at university is like and that you         
may have as many as three finals in one day          
and that you have to be ready for all of them.            

Evidently, it is very important to study ahead        
of time and not procrastinate as finals dates        
are given well ahead of time.  

On the bright side, though, a grand       
majority of the upperclassmen are actually      
really helpful! More often than not, they treat        
you with respect and do not act like you are          
beneath them. The teachers are very willing       
to help you out in a struggle and its obvious          
that safety has become a top priority here at         
Tech High School. The activities are full of        
pleasant, witty, and friendly people, all eager       
to give advice and tips on how to do better in           
the classes you are in and in the activities you          
do.  

Within my final years of school, I       
expect new friends and students to grow into        
adults and blossom into amazing, mature      
individuals. I expect to go through some       
rough patches with my friends and to find out         
who we really are. I expect to struggle with         
keeping on top of my homework and tests        
and to stay sane amidst it all.  

Overall though, I expect that our      
collective characters will develop into     
something incredible and beautiful, and my      
expectations for the class of 2023 are high to         
say the very least. 

 

 



Activities 
Upcoming Winter Activities 

Thea Ritter 

 
 

As much as we do not want it to         
be, Winter is on its way. This means        
falling snow and freezing weather, but it       
also means new activities for everyone to       
join! Tech High School has a plethora of        
sports and clubs for students to join year        
round, and in a few weeks, the new        
Winter ones begin! 

For those of you interested in      
staying active, even in our terribly harsh       
Minnesota winters, you’re in luck. Tech      
offers a total of 11 winter sports       
including co-ed adaptive floor hockey,     
boys basketball, dance team, girls     
hockey, boys swimming, and more!  

Like several other sports,    
adaptive floor hockey has multiple     
divisions; two of them being PI division       
and CI division. The PI division program       
is for students with physical impairments,      
while the CI division program is for those        
with cognitive impairments. If a student      
is unable to participate in competitive ice       
hockey due to a physical or cognitive       
imparity, then adaptive floor hockey is      
the sport for them!  

Now for the boys, basketball     
seems to be pretty popular among them,       
so they should know that there is a new         
coach in town for Tech Boys Basketball.       
Mike Trewick stepped down last spring;      
now Brent Petermeier, previous assistant     
coach of the St. Cloud Technical      
College Men’s team, has stepped up.      
Not only should the fact that the       

program is about to be run differently,       
but Tech boys basketball has a      
reputation for being remarkable,    
persuading everyone to want to join! 

Girls! If you like to push people       
around, while having fun on a family like        
team, then hockey is the way to go. Last         
season, the St. Cloud Ice Breakers      
graduated only ONE senior! This means      
that all the girls previously on the team are         
coming back faster and stronger and ready       
to kick butt. The team will dominate this        
year with all the D1 and D3 commits the         
team already has, along with the 11       
experienced seniors. Joining girls hockey     
= joining another family! 

If you are reading these options      
and think, I am not physically prepared for        
that, then the overabundance of     
extracurricular clubs might do the trick.      
Tech offers an astounding amount of      
clubs, capping off at 36! Some of these        
clubs include language learning clubs,     
drama club, HOSA, robotics team, and of       
course, MONTAGE! 

Taking a second, third, or even      
fourth language can be tough, but that’s       
why there are after school clubs to help        
students learn how to properly use their       
language skills. There are French,     
German, and ASL clubs after school      
nearly year round. These clubs will not       
only help students with their language      
skills, but also get them to meet new        
people!  

Last but not least, there is Tech      
high school’s newspaper club: Montage.     
Montage is a place where students can       
go if they like to write, even if they are          
not so good at it. The newspaper staff        
includes plenty of editors for cleaning      
up writing. So, if students want to enjoy        
the fun of writing newspaper articles on       
topics of their choice, while often      
getting doughnuts from Ms. Blair, they      
should join Montage. 

 



 

Culture 
Fall Recipes 

         Grace Hennen 
 

Everyone knows the   
inexplicably satisfying taste of    
pumpkin spice. Something about    
pumpkin spice just captures the     
essence of fall. It is more than the        
delicious blend of cinnamon, ginger,     
nutmeg, allspice, and cloves. Pumpkin     
spice products taste like football     
season. They remind us of     
trick-or-treating as children. They    
make us want to wait in line at        
Molitor’s to go on the haunted hayride.       
Pumpkin spice encompasses all the     
things people love about fall. To kick       
off fall, here are some of the three best         
pumpkin spice recipes: 

Let us start off with a well-       
known pumpkin spice product: a     
pumpkin spice latte. You will need: 2       
cups milk (dairy or non-dairy), 2      
tablespoons pumpkin puree, or more to      
taste, 1 to 3 tablespoons sugar,      
depending on how sweet you like it, 1        
tablespoon of vanilla extract, 1/2     
teaspoon pumpkin pie spice, plus more      
for serving, 1/2 cup strong hot coffee,       
and whipped cream, for serving.  

To start, you add milk,     
pumpkin puree, and sugar to a      
saucepan over medium heat. Heat until      
hot, but do not boil. Remove the       
saucepan from the heat and whisk in       
the vanilla, pumpkin pie spice, and the       
coffee. Divide the mixture between     
two mugs. Top with whipped cream      
and a sprinkle of pumpkin pie spice. 

Next is overnight pumpkin    

spice oatmeal. You will need: 1/4 cup       
pumpkin pie filling, 1/2 cup whole      
milk (or any milk of your choice or        
Greek yogurt), 2 teaspoons maple     
syrup, 3/4 cup regular old-fashioned     
oats. Optional: 1 tablespoon of raisins,      
1 teaspoon of chia seeds, 1/4 cup of        
shredded coconut, and 1 tablespoon of      
protein powder. 

To start you whisk together the      
pie filling, whole milk, and maple      
syrup in a medium sized bowl until       
smooth and completely combined.    
Make sure there aren't any lumps of the        
pie filling. Stir the oats and any of the         
optional ingredients into the pumpkin     
pie mixture. Cover the bowl or put the        
oatmeal in small glass jars with lids.       
Place it in the refrigerator overnight, or       
for at least 4 hours to soften the oats.         
After it has set overnight, heat it up in         
the microwave if you wish, or just eat        
it cold! Oatmeal will keep in the       
refrigerator for 3 or 4 days.  

For the last recipe we have      
pumpkin spiced bread. For this you      
will need: 3 cups (13 1/2 ounces)       
all-purpose flour, 1/2 teaspoon baking     
powder, 1 teaspoon baking soda, 1      
teaspoon ground nutmeg, 1 1/2     
teaspoons ground cinnamon, 1/2    
teaspoon of ground cloves, 1/2     
teaspoon salt, 3 cups granulated sugar,      
1 cup vegetable oil, 3 large eggs, 1 can         
(16 ounces) pumpkin puree, Optional:     
1 cup coarsely chopped raisins, and 1       
cup chopped walnuts.  

To start, preheat the oven to      

350 F/180 C/Gas 4. Grease and flour a        
10-inch Bundt cake pan. In a medium       
bowl combine the flour, baking     
powder and soda, nutmeg, cinnamon,     
cloves, and salt. Whisk to blend      
thoroughly. In a large mixing bowl,      
combine the sugar, vegetable oil, and      
eggs; beat on low speed of an electric        
mixer or whisk until well blended. Stir       
pumpkin into the egg mixture.    
Gradually add sifted dry ingredients to      
the pumpkin and egg mixture, stirring      
well after each addition. Fold in      
walnuts and raisins if adding them.      
Spoon the batter into the prepared      
Bundt cake pan. Bake in the preheated       
oven for about 1 hour and 15 to 20         
minutes, or until a wooden pick or cake       
tester inserted in center comes out      
clean.  

Remove the bread from the     
oven and cool it on a rack for 10         
minutes before removing from pan.    
Cool completely on a rack before      
slicing. Sprinkle the cake with     
powdered sugar or drizzle with a      
simple vanilla glaze, if desired. It's      
wonderful with flavored butter or     
cream cheese spread too! Serve and      
enjoy! 

 



 
 

  

 

Culture 
“Scary” Movies 

Maia Ouimette 
 

With Halloween coming up in a      
few weeks, everyone is looking to get       
into the spirit. One way to get in the         
spooky spirit is to watch your favorite       
Halloween movies. From Hocus Pocus     
to Halloweentown to It, the options are       
never-ending. 

Hocus Pocus was released in     
1993, and is known as one of the classic         
watch-every-year movies. Rating 4    
stars, Hocus Pocus illustrates the story      
of a group of friends exploring an       
abandoned house in Salem,    
Massachusetts, alluding to the Salem     
Witch Trials.  

After telling horror stories, they     
accidentally release a coven of evil      
witches whom they have to steal the       
book of spells from. They must do this        
in order to stop the witches from       
becoming immortal. 

Another classic family story of     
witchery is Halloweentown, also rating     
4 stars, which tells of a family of        
witches. When they go home in time for        
Halloween with the family, the main      
character, Marnie, finds out that not      
only is her entire family witches, but       
she is as well. Marnie and her family        
are caught in a fight against the evil that         
is attempting to take over the world,       
and it is up to them to save everyone. 

Now, a movie that is not so       
family-friendly, the It series includes     
three movies, each with their own      
spooky story. The original film released      
in 1990 tells of seven teens who fight        
an evil demon that takes the character       
of a child-killing clown.  

The story doesn’t end there; the      
sequel was released in 2017 telling a       
similar tale. The group of friends must       
come together once again to fight      
against the evil clown known as      
Pennywise. He emerges from the sewer      
every 27 years, making the story even       
scarier, considering the movie was     
released exactly 27 years from the      
original. The third movie was released      
last month, called It Chapter Two,      
which tells of the reunited childhood      
friends who are now adults, that reunite       
to take a final stand against the       
stronger-than-ever Pennywise. 

There are hundreds of movies     
like these that can put us all in the         
spooky spirit, despite this wintery     
weather we have been having. Have a       
great Halloween season! 

 

 

 

 
 
 

 
 



World 

Thunberg’s Climate Strike: A Call for Global Action 

Grace Roeder 
Climate change has increasingly    

become a pressing matter among     
young people in the past decade.      
Not only does the state of our       
climate and atmosphere affect the     
Earth’s ecosystems and wildlife, it     
also affects the entire world     
population down to each and every      
individual person that inhabits it.  

The fear among young people of      
irreversible damage to the Earth is      
so important primarily because this     
generation of people could possibly     
see the catastrophic effects of     
greenhouse gases in their own     
lifetime. Greta Thunberg, a Swedish     
student with a passion for climate      
activism, has become the voice of      
students and climate activists across     
the globe that have one common      
goal: “to change the fate of      
humanity, whether you like it or      
not.” 

On Friday, September 20th, an     
estimated four million students    
worldwide participated in a climate     
strike against their schools and     
political leaders of their countries.     
This is seen to be the largest climate        
strike in history, creating a     
movement Thunberg calls “Fridays    
for Future.” Since then, each Friday,      
thousands of students skip school in      

order to protest and demand more      
aggressive action from not only     
their communities, but from their     
governments as well. 

Thunberg was inspired to create     
this movement when she began     
skipping school on Fridays to     
protest in Sweden. After gaining     
substantial support, she was invited     
via a zero-emissions sailboat to     
speak before the United States     
Congress and meet with lawmakers     
on the topic.  

Thunberg has created a common     
enemy in the do-nothing politicians     
and adults that she accuses of      
further advancing the issue of     
climate change and disregarding the     
children of tomorrow. A chilling     
Australian policy paper states that     
an apocalyptic climate disaster    
could inevitably lead to the end of       
civilization as soon as 2050 if we       
don’t take global measures in     
solving our climate crisis. 

If these statistics turn out to be       
true, people across the world could      
live to see the mass devastation of       
everyone around them. Thunberg    
pronounces, “You say you love     
your children above all else, and yet       
you are stealing their future in front       
of their very eyes.” 

Thunberg’s passion has gained    
vast support from those who relate      
with her and the anger and fear she        
has for her generation’s future. She,      
along with millions of others,    
believes that it is time to make real        
and tangible changes to our    
environment. We need to act as      
though “the house is on fire.” 

 

 

 

 
 

Student Demonstration 
 

 

 

 

  
 

 
 
 
 


